RackHouse 300+ Hunting Blind
For additional information and instructional video, scan QR code

For your safety, be sure to read all instructions carefully.
This hunting blind uses fire resistant material. This material is not flame proof.
Do not allow open flames or other sources of ignition to come in contact with the material of
this hunting blind.
Do not use a heater in the blind. Unvented fumes can cause sickness or death.
Tru-view mesh window screens are not replaceable.
Do not shoot through the screens with firearms or arrows.
Do not allow children to play with this blind without adult supervision.

STEP 1. Remove your RackHouse Blind from the bag and place it on the ground with the
hubs toward you.
STEP 2. Spread out the corners of the blind by selecting 2 rods from the same hub and
fold them back to form a square.
STEP 3. Locate the center hub of the roof and firmly pull the strap and “pop” out the
hub.
STEP 4. Lift the blind and locate the center hub of one of the walls and pull the strap to
“pop” the side panel.
STEP 5. Continue around the blind, pulling the hubs one at a time, until all hubs are
popped out.
STEP 6. Your RackHouse Blind is now ready to use. Optional tent stakes and tie-downs
and secure to the ground. Adjust window opening.

Blind must never be packed while damp, as mildew will form within a few days.
Allow to dry completely before collapsing and storing blind.

WARNING:
KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC.
This tent meets the flamability requirements of CPAI - 84.
The fabric may burn if left in continuous contact with a flame source.
The application of any foreign substance to the tent fabric
may render the flame-resistant properities ineffective.

STEP 1. Exit blind, close all windows, but leave the door unbuckled. Remove all stakes
and tie downs and store in included pouch.
STEP 2. Carefully, using your hand, push down the center hub of one of the walls until
the tension begins to release.
STEP 3. Repeat step 2 on all remaining walls and the blind will begin to collapse. Allow
blind to fall in on top of itself.
STEP 4. Once walls have collapsed, push the center hub of the roof until the hub
collapses.
STEP 5. With the blind laying on the ground, pick up the corners and fold inward. All of
the hubs will come together.
STEP 6. Rotate the blind and place in carry bag with the hubs going in first.

